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Sommario/riassunto Somatic stem cells reside in definite compartments, known as “niches”,
within developed organs and tissues, being able to renew themselves,
differentiate and ensure tissue maintenance and repair. In contrast with
the original dogmatic distinction between renewing and non-renewing
tissues, somatic stem cells have been found in almost every human
organ, including brain and heart. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are
multipotent cells residing in the connective stroma of adult tissues and
organs, endowed with outstanding plasticity and trophic features.
Strictly-defined MSCs have been originally described as fibroblastoid
cells in the bone marrow stroma, able to give rise to differentiated bone
cells. Thereafter, additional tissue sources, including adipose tissue,
skin, muscle, among others, have been exploited for isolating cell
populations that share MSC-like biological features. MSCs are able to
differentiate along multiple mesodermal lineages and are believed to
represent the key somatic stem cell within the skeletogenic niche,
being conceptually able to produce any tissue included within a mature
skeletal segment (bone, cartilage, blood vessels, adipose tissue, and
supporting connective stroma). Despite this high plasticity, the claim
that MSCs could be capable of transdifferentiation along non-
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mesodermal lineages, including neurons, has been strongly argued. No
clear scientific clue has indeed proved the possibility to achieve a
functional non-mesordermal phenotype upon MSCs in vitro induction
or in vivo inoculation. Adult osteogenic and neurogenic niches display
wide differences: embryo origin, microenvironment, progenitors’
lifespan, lineages of supporting cells. Although similar pathways may
be involved, it is hard to believe that the osteogenic and neurogenic
lineages can share functional features. Beyond embryo stage,
neurogenesis persists throughout postnatal life in the subventricular
zone (SVZ) of the forebrain lateral ventricles and in the subgranular
zone of the hippocampus of adult brain. Here the principal reservoirs of
adult neural stem cells reside in specific niches and generate neurons
and glial cells to sustain the turnover of selected brain compartments.
Studying these reservoirs is useful to gather information on the
specialized cellular microenvironments and molecular signals that are
needed to maintain neural stem cells in vivo, regulating the fine
equilibrium between proliferation and differentiation, acting on the
switch between symmetrical and asymmetrical cell division. Based on
this contemporary background, this Research Topic wish to provide an
in-depth revision of the state of the art on relevant scientific
milestones addressing the differences and possible interconnections
and overlaps, between the osteogenic and the neurogenic niche,
clarifying the questioned issue of neuronal transdifferentiation of
somatic stem cells.


